Abstract. This is a review on the brief history of the scalar field dark matter model also known as fuzzy dark matter, BEC dark matter, wave dark matter, or ultra-light axion. In this model ultra-light scalar dark matter particles with mass m = O(10 −22 )eV condense in a single Bose-Einstein condensate state and behave collectively like a classical wave. Galactic dark matter halos can be described as a self-gravitating coherent scalar field configuration called boson stars. At the scale larger than galaxies the dark matter acts like cold dark matter, while below the scale quantum pressure from the uncertainty principle suppresses the smaller structure formation so that it can resolve the small scale crisis of the conventional cold dark matter model.
Despite long efforts dark matter (DM) remains a great mystery in physics and astronomy [1] . While numerical results of the cold dark matter (CDM) model are remarkably successful in explaining the large scale structure of the universe, it encounters some problems at the scale of galactic or sub-galactic structures. For example, the numerical simulations usually predict cusped central halo density and too many sub-halos and small galaxies, which seem to be in contradiction with observations [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Recently, there is a growing interest in the idea that DM particles are ultra-light scalars in Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC). (For a review, see Refs. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] In this model, due to the tiny DM particle mass m = O(10 −22 )eV, the DM particle number density is very high and hence the inter-particle distance is much smaller than the de Broglie wave length of the DM particles. Therefore, the particles are in BEC and move collectively as a wave rather than incoherent particles. At the scale larger than galaxies the DM perturbation behaves like that of CDM, while below the scale quantum pressure from the uncertainty principle suppresses the small structure formation, which makes it a viable alternative to CDM. This property helps us to resolve the small scale problems of the CDM model such as the missing satellite problem or the cusp/core problem [14] .
Before 2000 there were only a few groups of scientists working on this topic, without much communication even between them. Being unaware of precedent works, many researchers in this field independently proposed similar ideas with various names such as BEC DM, scalar field DM (SFDM), fuzzy DM, ultra-light axion (ULA), ultralight axion like particle (ALP), wave DM, ψ DM, repulsive DM or (super)fluid DM among many, although the basic physics of these models is quite similar. (Henceforth, I will use the term 'SFDM' for the model.) This unfortunate ⋆ e-mail: scikid@jwu.ac.kr situation has brought some confusions among researchers in this field. Therefore, at this point, it is desirable to summarize what have already attempted in this exciting field. 1 The hypothesis that galactic DMs are ultra-light scalar particles in BEC has a long history. In Ref. [15] Baldeschi et al. considered the galactic halo model of self-gravitating bosons with mass m ≃ 10 −24 eV, which was obtained by comparing the de Broglie wave length of DM to the typical galaxy size. In [16] Membrado et al. calculated the rotation curve of self-gravitating boson halos using the ground state of the bosons, which later turned out to be adequate for dwarf galaxies [17] . In [18] Sin suggested that the halos are like giant atoms made of ultra light BEC DM particles such as pseudo Nambu-Goldstone boson (PNGB). He tried to explain the observed flat rotation curves (RCs) using the excited states of the BEC DM of the Non-linear Schrödinger equation and emphasized the ripple structures of the RCs as a smoking gun of the theory. The particle mass m ≃ 3 × 10 −23 eV was first obtained by fitting the observed RC of galaxy NGC2998. (See also [19, 20] ) Following his work, Lee and Koh [21, 22] suggested that DM halos are giant boson stars (BSs) which can be described by the relativistic scalar field theory with gravity, i.e., Einstein Klein-Gordon equation (EKG). In this model DM particles are represented by scalar field φ with a typical action
where the potential U(φ) = [21, 23] . If λ < 0 (as in the Taylorexpanded potential for ULA) the halo can be unstable [21] as argued in [24] .
On the other hand Press et al. [25] , consider a 'soft boson' with somewhat longer Compton wavelength λ c = 30kpc than that for the typical SFDM. Widrow and Kaiser [26] proposed a numerical technique for the evolution of collisionless matter using the Schrödinger-Poisson equations (SPE).
Similar ideas were independently investigated by many authors [23, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . For example, a model with m = 0 was suggested in [27] , which has a stability issue. The SFDM without self-interaction (i.e., Fuzzy DM) with m ≃ 10 −22 eV was shown to be able to solve the small scale issues [31] . Guzman and Matos et al. [46, 47] extensively studied various astrophysical aspects of the SFDM. Other attempts are based, for example, on a non-minimal coupling [28] , quintessence [29, 48] , Repulsive DM [30] , fluid DM [32] , nontopological soliton [33] , cosh potential [35, 36] , and ULA [34, 37, 38] among many [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] 49] . The BEC nature of this DM was extensively studied in [9, 23, 50] by Harko, Chavanis and their colleagues. More recently cosmology of the ULA is thoroughly studied in [51, 52] by Marsh et al. The ULA has usually a cosine potential, which is often approximated to be a quadratic potential. In that case the calculation results are almost same to those of the fuzzy DM. Other works are described in the followings.
In the SFDM model the macroscopic wave function of the halo DM is often described by the following SPE,
which can be derived from the EKG for weak gravity [53] using ψ = √ mφ or from the many-body formalism. Here, the DM density is ρ d = m|ψ| 2 = m 2 |φ| 2 and V is the self-gravitation potential. Once we get ψ from the SPE we can predict the astrophysical observables. For example, for a spherical halo the rotation velocity at radius r is
′ is the mass within r.
To study the cosmological structure formation in the fluid approach, it is useful to reduce the Schrödinger equation to the Madelung euations [7, 10] using ψ(r, t) = ρ(r, t)e iS (r,t) .
Substituting Eq. (3) into the Schrödinger equation gives a continuity equation
and an Euler-like equation
with a quantum potential Q ≡ 2 2m ∆ √ ρ √ ρ , a fluid velocity v ≡ ∇S /2m, and the pressure p from a self-interaction (if any). The quantum pressure term ∇Q/m is absent in the CDM models. We have ignored the cosmic expansion for simplicity. Perturbing the above equations around ρ =ρ, v = 0, and V = 0 gives an equation for density perturbation δρ ≡ ρ −ρ, (6) where c s is the classical sound velocity from p, andρ is the average background matter density (See, for example, Refs. 50, 54 for details.). The Fourier transformed equation of the density contrast δ ≡ δρ/ρ = k δ k e ik·r with a wave vector k is
where c q = k/2m is a quantum velocity. For a small k (at a large scale) the c s dependent term dominates and SFDM behaves like the CDM (with pressure) while for a large k (at a small scale) the c q dependent term dominates and quantum pressure prevents the structure formation [31, [55] [56] [57] . This interesting behavior of the SFDM is confirmed by the precise numerical studies [58] and makes the SFDM an ideal alternative for the CDM. This property alleviates the small scale problems of the CDM model [32, 35, 56, 59] . Equating c 2 q k 2 with 4πGρ gives the quantum Jeans length scale [31, 60, 61] at the redshift z,
which leads to the minimum length scale and the mass scale of galactic halos formed at z [62] [63] [64] . Dwarf galaxies are the smallest dark-matter-dominated objects and, hence, are ideal objects for understanding the nature of dark matter. The Jeans length above provides a natural cut-off in the mass power spectrum preventing the overproduction of subhalos and the dwarf satellite galaxies [31, 32, 35, 56, 59, 65] . The SFDM could solve the cusp problem [17, 31, 32, 32, 66, [66] [67] [68] because of the boundary condition for the SPE at the halo center. There are many works explaining the rotation curves of dwarf [17, 23, 69] , and large galaxies [29, 43, [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] in this model. By fitting RCs one can obtain the scalar field mass m ∼ 10 −22 eV, and interestingly the SFDM with this mass range can resolve many of the small scale problems of CDM models. One exception is the Lyman alpha tension [79, 80] which is under debate [81] . This model can be used to explain the puzzling minimum mass scale [63, 64] and the minimum length scale of galaxies [82, 83] regardless of their luminosity [84] and the observed size evolution [62] of the most massive galaxies [85] [86] [87] .
The rotating ellipsoidal gravitational potentials of the SFDM halos was shown to induce spiral arms and shell structures in the visible matter of galaxies [44] . The effect of embedding a supermassive black hole in a SFDM halo was considered in [88] . It was also argued that this model can explain the M-sigma relation of supermassive black holes [89] .
It is suggested that the SFDM can explain the contradictory behaviors of DM in collisions of galaxy clusters [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] . For a fast collision as observed in the Bullet cluster two dark matter halos pass each other in a solitonlike way, while for a slow collision as observed in the Abell 520 the halos merge due to the wave nature of the SFDM. This idea might explain the origin of the dark galaxy and the galaxy without dark matter [90] .
The SFDM model reproduces the evolution of the cosmological densities [95] and the spectrum of the cosmic microwave background [37, 96] if m > 10 −24 eV. The typical QCD axion has some difficulties to be a SFDM. It has cos(φ) potential which is effectively attractive to O(φ 4 ), and its mass m a ≃ 10 −5 eV is too heavy, and it is a real field giving oscillatons instead of boson stars [21] . On the other hand ultra-light axion (ULA) with mass m a ≃ 10 −22 eV recently attracts much interest, but if we consider only the quadratic potential for ULA, ULA is almost identical to the typical SFDM or Fuzzy DM. Therefore, we can use the cosmological constraints of ULA for SFDM and vice versa in many situations. There is an idea that a vector field in a modified gravity action could be identified with a BEC [97] . SFDM can be dark energy [98] [99] [100] [101] and have quantum entanglement [102] .
It is also suggested that the time dependent potential induced by oscillating SFDM influences the pulse arrival residual which can be observed by the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) experiment [103, 104] or by laser interferometer gravitational wave detectors [105] . The oscillation of SFDM might resonate with binary pulsars [106] .
In summary, SFDM with mass about 10 −22 eV satisfies many cosmological constraints [107] and seems to be a viable alternative to CDM. Therefore, this model deserves careful considerations. Especially, it is desirable to find a good particle physics model for SFDM [13, 108] .
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